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Static safe Ring Binders and Document Holders made from
permanently antistatic materials , an excellent means of storing
documents, specifications and drawings in any static sensitive
environment. Surface Resistance is of the order of 1011

�.

7804.414 A4 Document Pocket with holes (100 pack)
7804.420 A3 Document Pocket with holes (100 pack)
7804.400 A4 Ring Binder - 4 ring 35mm dia., blue color

RING BINDER and WALLETS

WASTE PAPER BIN
Waste paper bin made of conductive polypropylene.
Rs < 105

�

7804.404 Waste paper bin, volume 10 litre, ext. dia. 280x270(H)mm
7804.406 Waste paper bin, volume 17 litre, ext. dia. 300x330(H)mm
7804.407 Waste paper bin, volume 60 litre, ext. dia. 420x560(H)mm

7807.296 Hard brush 20x70mm
(open nail type)

7807.298 Hard block 40x150mm
(closed nail type)

7807.301 Hard brush 9x32mm

7807.302 Flat hard brush 12mm
7807.304 Flat hard brush 25mm

7807.306 Round hard brush 3mm dia.
7807.308 Flat soft brush 100mm

7807.310 Flat soft brush with handle 130mm

Conventional brushes can generate high charges in use, they are
therefore unsuitable for cleaning ESD sensitive assemblies.
Nonetheless it is necessary to remove solder flux and other dirt
particularly in SMD assembly where there are high densities of
components.

A range of conductive brushes allows thorough cleaning without
the risk of generating static charges. The brush consists of a
conductive plastic handle and conductive fibres. Resistance from
the tip of the brush to the handle is less than 1x108

�.
Brushes should be used by operators who are earthed. Hard
brushes are for scrubbing whilst soft ones are for brushing of
delicate items such as optics and diskettes.

BRUSHES

These cabinets provide systematic storage of small parts of
components which are ESD sensitive.
Four different bins are combined into one slot-in unit, to make
possible various configurations.
External dimension of the unit is 50x100x140mm.
7804.625 CAB1 with 4 bins (4 x int.40x20x120mm)

Combinable with CAB2
7804.626 CAB2 with 2 bins (2 x int.40x42x120mm)

Combinable with CAB1
7804.627 CAB3 with 2 bins (2 x int.87x20x120mm)

Combinable with CAB4
7804.628 CAB4 with 1 bin (1 x int.87x42x120mm)

Combinable with CAB3
7804.629 Complete cabinet with 27 bins (see picture)

(12 CAB1 + 6 CAB2 + 6 CAB3 + 3 CAB4)

CAB - cabinets


